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THE
ENSEMBLE
Welcome to the West African ensemble. It's a rich and interdependent 
soundscape that can be as simple or as complex as you like. The music 
is dynamic and ever-evolving. Traditional ensembles brought together 
bells, djembes, dunun, shakers, song and dance and were the stuff of 
localised ceremonies, rituals and street parties. Today, the music has 
taken to the global stage, bringing with it a more modern flavour. 

WEST AFRICAN INSTRUMENTS
HISTORY
SONG 
GRIOT
RHYTHMIC FLOW CHART
RHYTHMIC ROLE CHART



BELLS KORABALAFON
21 string Griot bridge harp 
found in all Mandé heritages 
including Mali, Guinea, 
Senegal and Gambia.

Mandé wooden keyed 
percussive idiophone instrument 
(same family as the xylophone) 
dated to the 12th century.

JELI N’GONI
Mandé lute which dates back 
to the 13th century. Played 
with picking technique and 
percussive tapping. Griot 
instrument.

Griot or Jeli are West African historians, storytellers, advisers, 
singers and musicians; walking history books with significant 
social and political clout. They are an ancient order, tasked 
with cultural preservation and continue to hold a respected 
and revered position in society.  

The three fields of speciality for Griot are speech, song 
and musicianship. Griot instruments include balafon, kora 
and n'goni. Women account for a large proportion of 
Griot singers. Through these art forms a culture's histories, 
genealogies, proverbs and customs are passed on.

SHAKERS
Important time keeper, marking 
the up and down beats. Intensity 
responds to rhythmic events. 
Often played by singers and 
dancers.

GRIOT

WEST AFRICAN INSTRUMENTS

Important time keeper, adding 
an uplifitng feel to the music. 
Cloche bells are often played 
by dununfola. Agogo bells are 
hand held.

DJEMBE
Highly addictive West African 
goblet shaped hand drum of 
the Mandé Empire, commonly 
played by the lead of an 
ensemble

DUNUN
The bass drums. A set 
comprises a dununba (low 
pitch), sangban (mid pitch) and 
kenkeni (high pitch), tuned to 
relative thirds.

This unusual percussion 
instrument is played while 
tucked under one arm. Found 
across the region in varying 
forms. 

The voice is another instrument in the ensemble, with solo and group singing featuring heavily. 
West African singers frequently sing without vibrato, favouring a strong, straight tone that 
vocalists call the “chest voice.” The style is often intentionally raspy, akin to the sound of the 
balafon and sessi sessi. Glissandos, bends, and swoops are common vocal traits.

Harmony also features prominently. In Ghana, for example, the melody is often harmonized by 
a parallel part sung a third (from do to mi) or a sixth (from do to la) above or below. This style 
of parallel harmony can be heard in the singing of people of African descent in Latin America.

One of the most popular styles is call-and-response; alternating between a soloist singer who 
sings a call and the group singing the response. The soloist often varies both the melody and 
the words while the group sings the same response each time. This form of improvisation 
on the solo call has remained an important characteristic of the music of Africans wherever 
they have gone, featuring in gospel work songs, jazz, calypso, and other styles throughout the 
United States, the Caribbean, and South America.

SONG

TALKING DRUM
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The popularity of drumming ensembles on a global scale broke through in 
1950s with the creation of West African Ballets. Following the independence 
movement in the region, these Ballets took traditional African drumming and 
showcased it on stage, bringing the music to a global audience and raising 
the profile of their cultures.

Following Fodéba Keïta’s Les Ballets Africains example in Guinea, other 
countries like Côte d'Ivoire (Ballet Koteba), Mali (Ballet National du Mali), and 
Senegal (Le Ballet National du Senegal) joined the movement, ushering in a 
modern era of West African music. A wide range of instruments were bought 
together like never before in these new ensembles and the djembe became 
a lead instrument. While the movement has done a lot for promoting 
cultural and political causes, it’s created a new performance, stage-based 
role for the music which up until the 1950’s had been very grassroots. 
It’s also spawned a modernised playing style, oriented towards pace and 
showmanship which is markedly different to the style of older generations.

HISTORY



We have created this chart to show the anatomy of a typical West African 
rhythm. Any rhythm can be plugged into this template to produce a successful 
arrangement. Rhythmic flavour comes from experimenting with arrangement 
structuring, dynamics, soloing, singing, break downs, silence - be creative.

CALL
Lead Djembe: 

100% intensity 

BREAKS Rhythmic interludes that provide a 
refreshing contrast to the groove 
section. Can be used as intros / 
outros and should always be played 
with extra intensity. 

Adjusts the intensity and/or tempo 
before a significant change occurs, 
usually a break or solos. Grabs 
attention, builds anticipation.

The main sections of the rhythm in 
which the primary accompaniments / 
parts are played. 

Played by the lead drummer to 
orchestrate the ensemble. Signals 
that something is about to change. 
The opening call sets the initial 
tempo.

100% intensity 

Lead Djembe: 
100% intensity 

GROOVE
80% intensity 

Including djembe, dunun and dance 
set solos or freestyles. Primarily 
played within the groove section. 

SOLOS

éCHAUFFEMENT

RHYTHMIC 
FLOW CHART
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CALL

INSTRUMENTAL
RESPONSE

Lead djembe

100%

INTRODUCTION

GROOVE

Ensemble

100%

Duns: emphasise/ respond to djembes  

Bells & shakers: emphasise djembes

Ensemble

80%

Djembes: solo opportunities 

Dunun: solo opportunities

éCHAUFFEMENT

Lead djembe or ensemble

100%

Duns: more frenetic

Shakers: double/ triple time

BREAK

Ensemble

100% 

Duns: emphasise/ respond to djembes

Bells & shakers: emphasise djembes

PLAYED BY

INTENSITY

PLAYED BY

INTENSITY

NOTES

PLAYED BY

INTENSITY

NOTES

PLAYED BY

INTENSITY

NOTES

PLAYED BY

INTENSITY

NOTES

RHYTHMIC 
ROLE CHARTARRANGEMENT

EVENT

How does the ensemble function? How do so many parts and players unify so sweetly?

We’ve drawn up the Rhythmic Role Chart to help map the changes an instrument can make, and when to 
do them. Rhythms are constructed by relatively simple and interdependent parts. The layering of these parts 
commonly generates syncopation and polyrhythm which is what makes this music so interesting and rewarding.

The ensemble is lead through the arrangement by the lead player, often on djembe, who oversees the musical 
story. There are as many leadership styles as there are leaders, from the very dominant who dictate heavily to the 
more relaxed who let the music flow its own path, intervening to govern the structure. Either way, the lead directs 
through calls and musical signals to tell the ensemble what's going to happen and keeps things on track.

In West African music, instruments can have specific responses to arrangement events. Often this works in unison, 
such as the ensemble becoming more frenetic during the échauffement. Other times, it may be the role of a single 
player to provide intensity.

Understanding and appreciating each rhythm is of fundamental important. Each has its own story, rhythmic flavour, 
and in traditional rhythms also an important social function and context. Cultural learning should accompany 
musical learning.  Becoming familiar with arrangement events is an innate part of developing as a player, allowing 
you to bring your music into the integrated ensemble with instinctive unity.

No matter what your experience or skill level, the greatest musical assets are sensitivity and responsiveness. An 
adaptable player who respects and understands the ensemble will always thrive and bring out the best in their own 
musicianship and that of their fellow players.

Keep in mind this is a guide that is open to exploration and creative license and is built upon both the traditional 
use of these instruments and our years of experience - which simply means we know it works, and works 
well! Use this and the Rhythmic Flow Chart as the fundamentals for performing strong, enjoyable and dynamic 
arrangements.
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The djembe (pronounced jem-bay) is a goblet shaped hand drum and 
arguably the most globally popular of the West African instruments. An 
ancient drum, it dates as far back as the 12th century Malian empire 
with the Mandé people. According to the Bamana it was named from 
the saying “Anke djé, anke bé” which roughly translates to “everyone 
gather together in peace”. 

THE
DJEMBE

HOME OF THE DJEMBE
HISTORY OF THE DJEMBE
REGIONAL VARIATIONS
DJEMBE ANATOMY
HOW TO CHOOSE A DJEMBE
HOW IT'S MADE
DJEMBE CARE
FIND YOUR SOUND: TECHNIQUE
SOLO SOLO SOLO
HANDING SYSTEMS 



MALI

GUINEA

SENEGAL

GHANA

IVORY COAST

BURKINA FASO

Many agree that Mali was the heartland of djembe, especially 
in the South Eastern region bordering Guinea. Like poets with 
stories to tell, the older Malian style is undulating, at times subtle 
and steeped in tradition. Recently the more brash and faster 
Bamako style has gained popularity especially with younger and 
urban players. In the rural areas, such as the Wassalon region, the 
old rhythms are being preserved as is the Kassonke dunun style 
used in rhythms like N’Gri.

With the rare distinction of 6 national borders, Burkina Faso is a 
veritable melting pot of music and culture. Djembefola abound 
across the country from the two epicentres Bobo Dialsso and 
Ouagadougou. The Burkinabe like to play with cow skin on their 
djembes and they like playing fast. Their rhythms & dances offer 
shades of Guinea, Ivory Coast and Mali. Their ceremonies are 
mostly supported by djembe ensembles especially in the western 
flanks where Bobo and Malinke traditions dominate.

One of the newest converts to the way of the djembe! Although not within 
the originating Francophone djembe territories, the djembe gained more 
prominence in Ghana during the 1980s. Today it holds an important place in 
the contemporary ensemble, especially as a soloing instrument often as part 
of traditional ensembles and highlife bands.

Once known as the Paris of Africa, Abidjian was THE place to be if you were an aspiring Djembefola in the 
1970s and 1980s. The economy was flourishing and Soulymane Colli’s Ballet Koteba was a hot ticket on 

the West African music scene. The Ivory Coast djembe sound is a wonderful mélange of traditional Malinke 
music and has shades of the traditional rhythms from across the eastern border in Ghana.

Guinea is probably the best known djembe country. In 1958, Seckou Toure and 
Les Ballet Africains toured the world bringing djembe to the rest of the world. 

Colour, choreography, high energy stage shows, and explosive power captured 
the world’s attention. The intense training regime termed “repetition” that  Toure 

demanded of his performers has stuck and has been key to the success for some 
of the world’s best players and teachers to this day. 

Whilst the Sabar music of the Wolof peoples still 
dominates ceremonies in Dakar, the djembe is 

forging a name for itself having spread from the east. 
Tambacounda has long been an epicentre for Bamana 
djembe. Today, the National Ballet uses a huge variety 

of percussive styles for which Senegal is renowned 
and the djembe is often up front. Senegalese djembes 

have a distinct shape and are often made from Bush 
Mango or Dugarra hardwoods.

With at least 800 years of recorded history, the djembe has stamped itself as a 
musical tour de force across the world. Originating from the ancient Mandé empire and 
synonymous with the Francophone nations, it is still branching out into new regions as 
its popularity grows exponentially.

ORIGINATING 
TERRITORY

WEST AFRICA:
HOME OF THE DJEMBE
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HISTORY OF THE DJEMBE
Culture and context are essential to developing a genuine understanding of this music. We encourage you to learn about the origin and purposes 
of rhythms you play and the peoples they come from.

The first djembes were crafted by blacksmiths and their creation was a spiritual and personal affair. Traditionally, the search for the right tree 
involved careful consideration and a ceremonial offering attended the harvesting of the timber. In a rural village context the djembe and dunun 
players would be farmers and other local villagers, very distinct from the Griot lineages that held a different position and role in society.

The djembe's modern popularity came in the 1950's when the instrument burst into the Western world, popularised by the creation of West 
African Ballets. Within this quasi political musical movement, the djembe took a leadership role. The post-ballet movement international djembe 
scene now includes a passionate traditional music preservation effort which is stronger than ever, spearheaded by the likes of Mamady Keita, 
Famoudou Konaté, Abdoulaye Diakité and many more. 

As an instrument, evolutions in technology like iron rings and high tensile rope, along with refinements in the skill of drum making through the 
generations means that modern djembes likely sound quite different to their ancestors. There are regional variations both in the drum itself and the 
style of play which you'll get to know as you explore the music.

The djembe is an ever-evolving instrument. Different regions and carvers have their own quintessential take on the drum, influenced by the styles 
of the time, local timbers, a desire for certain sound qualities, and by the innovation of drum makers. This is a guide to typical styles found in 
modern West Africa.

REGIONAL VARIATIONS

Elongated design
Often cow hide
Warmer sounds

BURKINA FASO

Straighter, slender shell 
Abidjan: square pipe, 
deep bowl
Buake: wide shallow bowl, 
hour glass pipe

IVORY COAST

Angular shells 
Dry sounds 
Ballet: shorter bowl 
Contemp.: big square 
bowl

GUINEA

Rounded bowl
Warmer sounds 
Big basses

MALI

U shape bowl
Angular pipe
Warmer sounds 
Big basses

SENEGAL

Technically speaking, the djembe is a member of the membranophone family of musical 
instruments, consisting of a wooden shell covered by a membrane. The dimensions and ratios 
of the bowl and pipe affect the way sound resonates. A well carved shell is the primary factor 
in tonal quality, followed closely by the hide it's finished with. 

DJEMBE ANATOMY
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The shell should be a single piece of timber. Entry level drums 
tend to be made from medium density woods (like twenaboa). 
Premium djembes are carved from hardwoods (like djala, 
dugarra, khadi and lenke) which lend wider tonal ranges and 
offer greater projection.

WOOD

When you’re hooked on this music it’s only a matter of time before you find yourself longing for your own piece of djembe real-estate... and might be feeling 
like you have no idea where to start! These are the need-to-know points that'll find the right djembe for you. Use the height of the drum as a starting point; if this 
factor isn’t matched to you then the other points pale in comparison. Like everything, you get what you pay for though cheaper drums shouldn’t be scoffed at as 
long as they’re from a reputable and knowledgeable crew.

Standard range: 60cm - 65cm tall. 
When seated, the rim of the drum 
should be a couple of inches above 
your thigh. The rim shouldn’t be 
below your thigh. Be sure to sit in 
the right seat when test driving!

HEIGHT

Standard range: 12”-13”. Staying within 
a range of 11” to 14” depending on your 
hand size will see you right. You want 
enough surface area to navigate the drum 
comfortably.

DIAMETER

If you’re a beginner then not too thick. Thinner hides are more 
responsive and easier on the hands. If you’ve been playing a 
while, you may appreciate the warmth of thicker hides which 
lend richer tones. Djembes usually feature goat hide, though 
cow hide is sometimes used too. Beware of bleached and 
radiated hides as they're poor in sound and break easily. 

HIDE/SKIN
Look for a round head and a well 
proportioned shell. Watch out for wonky rings 
that are set too high, or that are too big or 
too tight for the drum. Even the sweetest 
tiger-grain khadi shell will never sound its 
best if it has become too warped or has had 
the rings incorrectly fitted

SYMMETRY & FINISH

The edge should be well rounded 
and not too sharp, suiting the 
curve of your hand. This allows 
for comfortable play and makes 
sounds easier to achieve.

PLAYING EDGE

Rubber tread is often added to the base to prevent slipping 
and as a protective shock absorber. A woven handle is handy 
for easy portage. The shell may be oiled or lacquered. Cowrie 
shell, metal trim or textile inlays offer visual flare.

EXTRAS
If you’re planning to play standing up (also 
called roving), it’s sensible to get a drum that 
isn’t too heavy. Make sure the shape of pipe 
suits you and sits comfortably.

STANDING PLAY
A factor in portability and the 
ability to play standing. Medium 
density woods are usually lighter; 
hardwoods are usually heavier. 

WEIGHT

HOW TO CHOOSE A DJEMBE
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It's not hard to take good care of your djembe. The hide is the most vulnerable to damage - common sense will get you pretty far here. No 
drinks, food or sharp pointy objects on the skin! You should also avoid leaving your drum in a hot enclosed space on a hot day as this can 
also lead to breakage. In warm weather it's best if you can leave the drum on its side, allowing for the air to circulate freely within the drum. 
The shell itself should be pretty robust. Tyre around the bottom of the pipe acts as a shock absorber as well as a slip resister when playing 
on hard surfaces. A bag will help protect from scratching while also making your drum super portable.

If you’ve ever played a cold drum in winter you’ll know it’s a little like playing on concrete. In Africa, it’s not uncommon to see a row of 
drums surrounding a fire pit before a big jam. Not just a great photo op, it heats and loosens the skin fibres making it more elastic and 
easier to pull sounds out of. Be wary of giving this a go in non-African conditions!

PRE PLAY PREP: AFRICAN STYLE

SENSITIVE SKIN
What can you do to take care of the skin? Just play it! No need for shea or additional conditioners for the hide; playing it is enough. 
Remember, the hide is a natural product - conditioning agents can cause rot by putting too much moisture into the hide.

Take care in environments with temperature swings. In hot conditions the hide becomes more elastic. If the cooling process is rapid, it can 
shrink the skin too quickly, sometimes so much so that it can pop. A classic cause of popping is leaving a drum in a bag in your car boot 
on a hot day.

DJEMBE CARE

• No drinks or sharp objects on the skin
• Do not play djembes with sticks
• Avoid leaving in direct sun light 
• Don't let the hide get wet from rain or other moisture
• Don’t leave in a bag, car boot or closed room on a hot day
• Don't tune too much too quickly

THE BASICS

Carving a quality djembe takes experience, skill, strength and patience. An authentic West African 
djembe is hand carved with plenty of elbow grease from a single log of wood (the denser the better) 
and then skinned with a hide that is tensioned by a system of rings and rope. The finished drum is the 
result of the labours of several specialised and experienced craftspeople.

The wood is selected and cut to 
size with a lot of muscle.

The shape begins to emerge with 
hours of work with axes & picks.

The centre is hollowed. 

The shell is refined & scraped, 
completing structural work.

Exterior carvings, sanding, 
detailing & treatments applied.

Finally the drum is skinned with 
hide, rings and rope.

2 3

4 5 6

1

HOW IT'S MADE
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The easiest sound to find. Aim to land in the centre of the drum with 
a relaxed hand which bounces off the hide. Think of your hand as a 
tennis ball. The sound you want to achieve is open and resonant. If you 
don’t bounce and leave your hand on the hide you’ll find the sound 
will be dampened.

A rich tone brings so much to your music; don’t neglect it! For this 
sound, keep your wrist in line with your forearm and play down with 
your fingers together. Your hand should still be relaxed but not loose, 
otherwise you’ll find the tone becomes muffled and unclear. It takes a 
little while to find but stick with it.

The slap has the same hand placement as the tone. Drop your wrist, 
splay your fingers a little and aim for a whipping action. It’s tempting 
to bring your hand out on the rim too far and play with your fingers to 
achieve a lighter sound. Resist this: it can put you at risk of injury and 
limits sound quality and volume.

It’s the most common question we get asked: how do I play a tone and a slap!? If you go in search of an answer you 
won’t find just one - you’ll find many. It can seem as if there are as many opinions about how to get good sounds as 
there are players. Don’t despair: there are a few fundamentals for achieving each sound that will serve you well. 

Technique is your ability to play consistent, well defined sounds. Good technique is important musically and to ensure 
you don’t injure yourself. Well developed sounds equip you to express yourself freely. Be dedicated but don’t stress 
about perfection - it takes time. The most important factor is practice.

LEARNING CURVE

WHAT TO FOCUS ON

2 minutes

• hands relaxed
• hit the centre
• bounce 

LEARNING CURVE

WHAT TO FOCUS ON

LEARNING CURVE

WHAT TO FOCUS ON

1-3 months

• fingers together
• forearm strong

6-12 months

• wrist lowered
• fingers splayed
• whipping action

Tilt your drum forward, away from your body 
and hold between your knees. Trying to play 
the drum upright prevents the sound from 
escaping out of the pipe; essentially putting 
the mute button on.

FIRST THINGS FIRST

BASS TONE SLAP

FIND YOUR SOUND: TECHNIQUE
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Set solos are traditional or contemporary common solos specific to a rhythm. You may find there are different versions and 
variations out there for a given rhythm, but they should share similar phrases and the same rhythmic ideas that give them a 
distinctive character. In community classes and drum circles, set solos are often taught to the group to play in unison. Along 
with the dunun, learning set solos are a part of fully understanding and appreciating the character of a rhythm and will help your 
experiments in freestyling to flow in context.

A test of timing, dexterity and creativity, soloing is a lot of fun. Seeing the interaction between djembe, dunun and dance can be 
a real light-bulb moment for understanding just how cleverly interwoven and interdependent the ensemble nature of West African 
music is. Many traditional solos were developed to compliment and emphasise dance moves.

Different regions and generations have their own distinct solo styles. In Guinea, it’s common to encounter a fast-pace, driven 
style with plenty of rolls that can be likened to a machine gun. Towards the other side of the spectrum in the old-school Malian 
tradition, it’s common to hear swinging, sprawling and spacious styles. No matter what, a solo should compliment the rhythm in 
spirit and style.

Freestyle soloing is awesome. Before you find your feet though it can be a bit daunting. Your heart pumps, your face goes red 
and all of a sudden you worry about looking like a clown in front of your mates. Once you find your confidence however this 
may just become one of your favourite parts of the music! This is your opportunity to explore the rhythm and express your own 
creativity.

Start with simple phrases and repeat them. Your solo should access the spirit of the rhythm you’re playing in. Just playing 
randomly over the top of the ensemble isn’t the most musical approach; you want to find the space in the music then duck and 
weave, reflecting core rhythmic ideas in clever and innovative ways. 

Try accenting an element in the dunun or a phrase in the traditional set solo to help tap into that particular rhythm. Remember, 
space is more important than noise - less is more! More advanced players can work on creating conversations in the music 
between themselves and the other players, regardless of the instruments involved. Some real magic can happen when two 
experienced players feed off and inspire each other creatively. Practice over CDs and with a metronome to develop your timing 

SOLO SOLO SOLO

SET SOLOS

FREESTYLING

The two common handing systems for djembe are playing hand-to-hand and alternating.

Both systems are useful at different times and for different rhythms. Different teachers and players have their 
own opinions and approaches as to which system is best to use when. Ideally, you'll have both up your sleeve. 
It is a very good idea to train yourself to use one handing system (hand to hand is probably the best place to 
start) and build your playing around that - at least for the first while. Training your muscle memory is crucial to 
keeping the music flowing and keeps your playing strong.

Definition: every sub-beat is tapped in a very light ghosting style (like a constant quiet pattering), with phrase 
notes played at regular strength. The sub-beat guides when to hit the drum and which hand to use, beginning 
on your dominant hand and swapping hands with each note.

This is the most common system, suiting many rhythms. What are the benefits? Many. As a player listening to 
a CD it can help you figure out where a note falls within a bar and thus which hand to use. It will also develop 
your grace/ghost note playing which adds dimension if you’re playing a djembekan, or when you’re in a 
smaller group in which filling space adds to the music. On the other hand, ghosting isn't as suitable in a bigger 
ensemble where space is paramount: extra notes, no matter how subtle, will cloud the music. While ghosting 
is a great addition to your arsenal, don't go after it too early in your playing, or become reliant upon it - it can 
muddy your technique and hold you back. First things first: strong, clear sounds!

Definition: all notes are played left, right, left, right (if left handed): you are alternating between the left and 
right hands. In this system, you never double-up (play two consecutive notes with the same hand). Several 
traditional accompaniments use this system of playing.

This system requires a strong non-dominant side: for right handers, this means your left hand sound and 
technique can match up to your right, and vice versa for lefties. This is especially so when soloing, as the non-
dominant hand often leads the phrasing at some point. Dexterity exercises will go a long way in training your 
ability to alternate smoothly and play fluidly.

HANDING SYSTEMS

HAND-TO-HAND

ALTERNATING

14
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FLOW

ADVANCED

DEFINITION

DEXTERITY EXERCISES
Dexterity is the measure of your technique and hand independence.

Hand independence is having equal fluidity, sound, and freedom in your left and right hands. This is a big deal for any 
musician because most of us are either right or left handed: we have a dominant side which performs better. This is 
why you’ll probably find your tones and slaps are better on your right side if you’re right handed.  

Polyrhythm is when two or more rhythms are played together. In the context of personal dexterity, this means the ability 
to feel and play different rhythmic ideas at the same time; like playing one pattern with one hand and a different pattern 
with the other.

Exercises are training drills for your drumming, educating both your muscles and your mind and ironing out 
weaknesses until your hands flow like water.

ORIENTATION

HOW TO PRACTICE
The best way to practice is slowly. Remember: you’re aiming to be solid not fast (that comes later!). Play in 2 minute 
sets at one tempo, and gradually increase. Focus on developing both sides evenly because we want our right and left 
hands to sound the same. This usually means spending extra time on your non-dominant side. It can be frustrating at 
times but hang in there - you’ll start to notice the difference in your playing pretty quickly.



Dunun are the bass drums of the West African ensemble, named by the 
Mandé blacksmiths. A set comprises a dununba (low pitch,) sangban 
(mid pitch,) and kenkeni (high pitch,) tuned to relative thirds. The duns 
are the beating heart of the ensemble, providing the bass patterns 
which drive the music and lay the rhythmic foundation to which the rest 
of the instruments synchronise.

THE
DUNUN

DUNUN ANATOMY
THE WAY YOU PLAY
DUNUN SOLOING



Duns can be played ballet style (upright with two sticks) or traditionally (on their side with a bell). 

Dunun playing demands a different form of dexterity than djembe does. If you’re already a djembefola, learning to play the duns will do wonders for your 
playing, improving your timing, soloing skills and your ability to listen to the ensemble. When playing in the traditional style with a bell, the bell hand normally 
plays more notes and guides the striking hand. 

Aim to play with a fluid motion. Just like djembe playing, the energy should come up from the back, through the shoulder, down the arm and finally out 
the hand. Aim to achieve a clear flow of energy right through your body. The wrist and finger work become very important too when playing fast, as extra 
control and feel is required. Playing with too much tension and jamming the wrist are both common mistakes.

Your motion should respond to the timing of the music. If there’s a lot space between two notes, raise the stick higher to help keep your time. Bounce your 
strikes off the hide relaxed, without choking the wrist. Remember, the dun stick is an extension of your arm and the energy and power should come from 
your shoulders. Try out different sticks too to get the right weight and length to suit you. 

A Guinean style; duns are played on their 
sides, each with individual bells, common 
style of Mamady Keita and Famoudou 
Konaté.

This skill requires experience and a deep understanding of the given rhythm. The dununfola must have the sensitivity and skill to solo while still holding the 
foundation of the groove. Dunun soloing demands a different form of dexterity than the djembe does. Consider what to accent and when to use space. 
Experienced players will often trade solos with their fellow dunun and djembefola. You’ll also need to know how to come back in smoothly! Remember, duns 
are the backbone of the rhythm and it takes sensitivity to know what will contribute to the music without being disruptive. 

One dununfola plays all three duns upright 
with two sticks and no bell. Creates driving 
melodies. Patterns are usually a composite 
of the individual parts. 

Old Malian style; the the dun is played 
slung over one shoulder, coupled with 
a handheld bell (see p16), and plays a 
pivotal role in soloing and leading the 
music.

THE WAY YOU PLAY

KHASSONKE HAMANAH BALLET

SOLOING

DUNUN ANATOMY

Largest drum 
Deepest pitch

Middle drum 
Mid pitch

Smallest drum 
Highest pitch

KENKENISANGBAN DUNUNBA

Like the djembe, the dunun are part of the membranophone family of musical instruments, consisting of a 
wooden shell covered by a membrane. The hides are tensioned by the same system of rings and rope.

Dunun shells are large wooden barrels skinned with cow hide which is much thicker and has a lower tonal 
range than goat. They are played with sticks.
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THE
DANCE

FROM THE CIRCLE TO THE STAGE
THE ROLE OF DANCE
DANCE AND DRUM
POLYCENTRICITY

Dance is not a mere add-on to the ensemble, but an integral 
expression of the music itself. The dance both directs and responds 
to the instruments and rhythmic events - seeing it live and feeling the 
interdependence of this energy flow is the best way to understand this. 
Whether it's an organic groove for street festival fun or the carefully 
studied movements of a culturally significant dance passed down 
the generations, understanding the important of dance is central to 
appreciating the West African ensemble.



Dancing serves important social functions. There are dances of welcome, love, rites of passage, mourning, fetish, 
hunting - all of which pass down cultural information. Moves can depict everyday activities like eating, washing, or 
harvesting crops which can then become choreographed snapshots documenting the way of life at that time. In this 
way, dance often plays an important role in the conservation of cultural heritage; capturing folkloric, historical and 
spiritual information in the form of embodiment.

The drum and dance relationship is pivotal and inseparable: the two feed into each other creatively and 
energetically. Drumming for dance is an important part of an advancing drummer's path and likewise the dancer 
learns to draw extra spirit from the energy and phrases from the drum. Djembe solos are played for dancers to 
accent their moves and keep the energy and pace of the music pumping.

In a village or interactive setting there is no distinction between dancers and the audience; they’re one and the 
same with everyone free to get involved and shake it up. In West Africa, dancing is a major part of social events like 
parties, weddings and ceremonies. It’s not uncommon to see a huge circle, flanked by drummers, with ladies and 
gents jumping in to perform. 

The Ballet movement has influenced dance just as it influenced drum. For stage based performances, dancers now 
tend to perform in lines and incorporate more modernised ideas of stage presentation and group choreography.

FROM THE CIRCLE
TO THE STAGE

THE ROLE OF DANCE

DANCE AND DRUM

While most dance traditions interpret the body as a whole, African dance is polycentric: the dancer’s body 
is compartmented into different centres, creating complex and interdependent movements that respond 
polyrhythmically to the music. Training this independence of the body, so that the head, shoulders, arms, hands, 
chest, torso, hips and legs all have their own flow is foundational and a journey which never ends.

POLYCENTRICITY
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This section focuses on how to practically learn to play and the basic need-
to-knows for orienting you in West African music. The learning curve is 
gentle; basic playing skills can be learnt in a matter of minutes. The music 
itself is generous, offering a broad scope of interpretation: often a rhythm 
can be as simple or as complex as desired.

WEST 
AFRICAN
ESSENTIALS

THE 13 COMMANDMENTS 
DJEMBE & DUNUN TUNING
BINARY TIME
TERNARY TIME
GLOSSARY



THE 13
COMMANDMENTS

10 minutes of quality practice a day is better than one 
long unfocused blast a week. Playing too fast is one of 
the easiest mistakes to make; take it easy and build up 
your strength and muscle memory.

As with any instrument, clean sounds take time to find. 
Slower and intentional play is the key. If your sounds 
become notably worse when you speed up, it’s a sign 
that you’re practising too fast and need to take the 
tempo down. When you find your play getting a little 
loose, take a break and try to play that little bit longer 
next time.

FOCUSING ON SOUNDS 

Beg, borrow or (ideally) buy a djembe of your very 
own. Practice makes perfect and you’ll be hard 
pressed to advance without a drum to hand. Have a 
look at buyers guides and talk to a knowledgeable 
crew about the best djembe for you.

A DJEMBE OF YOUR OWN

Listen to as much West African music as you can. Ask 
your teachers for their favourite artists and influences. 
Solo on your steering wheel or table top. Keep your ear 
to the ground for upcoming gigs and experience the 
music live.

LISTEN, GRASSHOPPER
Band together with like-minded people to practice and 
jam with familiar and new content. The more people 
you can find the better as everyone has their own style 
and creativity to learn from.

...goes a long way! Playing without effort, smooth rolls, 
equal sounds in your right and left hands and fluidity 
in time: these are the trappings of mastering dexterity. 
Spend time on rhythms and exercises which are 
challenging to play to work out that rhythmic gristle.

A LITTLE DEXTERITY
The learning curve for djembe is a curious one; it’s 
easy to pick up and yet hard to master! There will be 
times when your learning accelerates greatly. You’re 
also likely to experience plateaus during which you 
feel like you’re not making much progress at all. 
Happens to us all! Take it as a sign that you’re ready 
for more: a drumming Tour, the next level in classes, 
more exercises and rhythms - there’s always a new 
challenge out there.

KNOW THE CURVE

You’re not going to sound like your surname is Keita 
when you first start slapping that goat skin. Listen to 
your weaknesses and modify your routine to focus on 
them. If your left hand sounds are poor, then spend 
extra time exercising that side. Record some video or 
watch yourself in front of a mirror to assess your own 
technique. Focus on playing symmetrically and fluidly.

OBJECTIVITY

A metronome is a must for improving your timing. Try 
a free app on your phone or invest in some hardware. 
When running through dexterity exercises and 
practicing accompaniments, use your metronome to 
keep your pace steady. Drum for a solid two minutes 
at each tempo. If you’re tackling ternary timing, cruise 
on a slower tempo for longer. Remember, feel is much 
more important than speed.

THE METRONOME: 
YOUR NEW BEST FRIEND

A whole other dimension to playing, performing live 
really pushes the pace and demands a new level of 
energy: adrenaline will provide some of it, the rest is 
down to your stamina.

PERFORMANCE

If you’re lucky, there will be a crew in your area running 
speciality classes and workshops. Book in and make 
the most of them! 

ATTEND WORKSHOPS

There’s nothing like full immersion! Studying 
consistently over the course of a weekend, fortnight 
or month will do wonders for your playing. It’ll be 
challenging at the time, but you’ll be surprised by just 
how much you’ll improve, both during and especially 
afterwards.

TOURS & RETREATS

Look for classes and jams in your local area; you may 
be surprised at how many enthusiasts there are hiding 
in the djembe woodwork. Community group classes 
are great, providing the ensemble environment which is 
natural to this music. One on one tuition will help hone 
your skills, technique and dexterity and is beneficial no 
matter what level you’re at.

PRACTICE SMART

FRIENDS LIKE THESE

TUITION
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DJEMBE & DUNUN TUNING

• Avoid tuning in very hot weather
• Add 2-3 knots at a time and test the result. Let the drum settle, play it, and come back it to in a week or so
• Using a stick or a tuning bar will save your hands from rope burn
• Be careful not to tune your drum too much too soon! This is the most common cause of breakage. The hide needs time to stretch
• Fine tune by tapping down on the top outer ring with a rubber mallet, being careful not to hit the skin!

THE MALI WEAVE

QUICK TIPS

West African drums are not tuned to an objective note, but to a subjective pitch. In other words - there is no right or wrong sound! It is 
about what suits you as a player and what suits the drums dynamics too. Djembes, bougarabou and dunun are tuned by weaving knots 
into the vertical ropes. Each knot increases the tension on the hide, raising the pitch of the drum. Like any instrument, your drum needs 
tuning to sound its best: a few knots can have it really singing in terms of both richness of sound and pure projection.

THE BASICS

If you purchase a drum from us it comes tuned and ready to play. Beware of tuning too much too soon - this is the most common 
cause of breakage. The hide has a natural elasticity which stretches through time and playing. Don’t try to force it - playing your drum in 
naturally will give you the best sound and life-span. 

PATIENCE, GRASSHOPPER

A straightforward and popular technique, that's relatively easy once you’ve got the hang of it.

When should you tune? Aside from giving the hide a good slap, you can also test how ready your drum is for tuning by pressing down 
on the middle of the hide. If there’s plenty of give when you press down, it’s probably time for some work. If it’s really taught then leave 
it be. There isn’t a specific pitch to tune to: it’s what sounds best to your ears. The more you tune, the higher the sound. A mix of high & 
low pitched drums offers depth to an ensemble.

A TIME TO TUNE

1
2
3
4
5

Under two verticals
Back over the second vertical
Under the first vertical
Pull rope down
Repeat step 1 to cinch knot

1
2

3

4

At the end of each knot, pull 
the rope down as low as it will 
go to prevent the weave from 
travelling up the bowl. Using a 
stick or tuning bar to give extra 
leverage helps!
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Binary time (commonly 4/4), is the most popular time signature in Western music. Consequently these rhythms are often 
the easiest for beginners in the West to ‘get’ at first. Knowing a little bit of musical terminology will help you to understand 
how music is structured in formal terms. You'll likely find that you already have a sense of these concepts - we just need to 
put some name tags on them. 

THE BEAT
Each bar contains 4 beats. Beats are easy to find: they are simply the pulse (also 
called the down-beat or on-beat). In our notation, beats are marked with black 
squares.

THE 16TH NOTES
Each beat contains 4 sub-beats or notes. Finding these notes is pretty easy too. Try 
saying the following out loud, clapping the pulse (1, 2, 3, 4) in bold: 

1 e and a 2 e and a 3 e and a 4 e and a. 

All of these are 16th notes. 

ONE BAR

ONE BEAT

THE BAR
A standard measure of time. In this time signature, a bar contains 4 beats and 16 sub-beats. A groove section will contain a 
series of bars which usually roll on organically. 

These rhythms fall into two categories of feel: straight (a driving style) and swung (think of a Waltz). Accomplished 
drummers can feel ternary rhythms in both straight and swung feel, which really opens up musical potential for soloing 
and arrangement dynamics. You may find these rhythms challenging to feel at first, so play them slowly until you have your 
light-bulb moment. 

STRAIGHT: 6/8
These rhythms have a driving feel. An easy way to understand the straight feel is to say this sequence out loud, clapping the 
pulse in bold: (1, 2, 3, 4) in bold:

1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 5 and 6 and...

We can represent a straight feel in this bar style to emphasise a straight pulse:

1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 &

SWUNG: 12/8
Rhythms with a swung feel are felt in groups of three, called triplets. An easy way to understand the swung feel is to say this 
sequence out loud, clapping the pulse in bold:

1 and a 2 and a 3 and a 4 and a...

We can represent a swung feel in this bar style to emphasise a swung pulse:

1 & a 2 & a 3 & a 4 & a

BINARY TIME TERNARY TIME
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16TH NOTES

ONE BAR

ONE BEAT

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a



Brush up on your West African lingo! There are some common terms you'll hear around the West African 
percussion community sooner or later. This list is by no means exhaustive but it will get you started!

GLOSSARY

DJIDUNUN

KRIN

TALKING DRUM

TAMELIN

Calabash Water Drums 

Log drum played with sticks (aka kirin, kolokolo, lokole)

Played with stick and finger tips, tucked under one arm

Rectangular frame drums of the Ashanti and Ga of Ghana

WEST AFRICAN DRUMS

HAND DRUMS
BOUGARABOU

DJEMBE

EWE

KPANLOGO

SABAAR

V line shape skinned cow hide with rich, deep sounds

Highly addictive goblet shaped drum of the Mandé Empire

Sogo, Atsimevu, Agboba, Kaganu, Kidi, Kloboto and Totodzi drums of the Ewe

Melodically pitched drums of the Ga

Senegalese drum; played with hand and stick

DUNUN

AGOGO 

ASLATUA

BALAFON

CLOCHE

FRIKYWA

KARINYA

KISS KASS

MARIMBA

SHEKERE

AKA Gangokui; Ghanaian double bell, usually hand held

AKA asalato, kashaka, cascas; double pod shaker on string

Mandé wooden keyed percussive idiophone dating back to the 12th century

Mandé dunun bell

Small hand held percussive bell often played by roving dunun players

Cylindrical hand held bell which often accompanies the donso n'goni

AKA Caxixi; shakers with two variable sounds

Similar to balafon with sweet melodics

A gourd shaker wrapped with shells

WEST AFRICAN PERCUSSION

BOLON

DONSO N'GONI

JELI N'GONI

KORA

SOKU

Acoustic arched bass harp of the Mandé people of Mali & Guinea

Instrument of the traditional hunter societies of Mali and Guinea, bluesy sound

Traditional Mandé lute of the Jeli (aka Griot) dating back to 13th century

21 string Griot bridge harp found in all Mandé heritages

Ancient West African fiddle

WEST AFRICAN STRINGS
HAND DRUM NOTES
BASS

GRACE

FLAM

MUFFLE

TONE

SLAP

Bass note, played in centre 

AKA a fill or ghost note; non-accented notes played very softly to add texture

Two notes played in quick succession

Note played with skin dampened, producing a muffled effect to a tone or slap

Mid note

High note
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BALLET STYLE 

DUN

DUNUN

DUNUNBA 

HAMANAH STYLE

KHASSONKE STYLE

KENKENI 

SANGBAN

PRESSED NOTE

Duns played upright with two sticks, no bell 

Any one of the three Dunun bass drums

A set of three bass drums (kenkeni, sangban, dununba)

Largest bass drum, lowest pitch

Duns played on their sides, with bell

Single dun played with hand held bell

Smallest bass drum, highest pitch 

Middle bass drum, middle pitch

The stick is pressed against the skin instead of bounced



ACCOMPANIMENT

ALTERNATING

CRANK 

DEXTERITY

DOUBLE UP

FREESTYLING

GRIOT

HAND-TO-HAND

MALINKE

MANDÉ

VERTICALS

OFF BEAT

A djembe part played in a rhythm

Handing system: all notes are played left, right, left, right: you are 

alternating between the left and right hands

Slang for tuning

Technical ability of execution

Playing two consecutive notes with the same hand

Solos that you make up

Ancient order of musical and cultural custodians

Handing system: every sub-beat is tapped in a very light ghosting style, 

with phrase notes played at regular strength.

An ethnic group of the Mandé peoples

West African peoples who founded the Mali Empire

The vertical ropes of a drum used to tension the hide

Notes played on the 'and'

OTHER TERMINOLOGY

THEORETICAL TERMINOLOGY
4/4 TIME

6/8 TIME

8TH NOTES

12/8 TIME

16TH NOTES

ACCENT NOTES

BAR

BEAT

INDEPENDENCE

PULSE

POLYRHYTHM

Rhythms in which the bar contains 4 beats and 16 sub-beats

Rhythms in which the bar contains 6 eigth notes

A quaver; subdivision of the bar

Rhythms in which the bar contains 12 eighth notes

A semi-quaver; subdivision of the bar

The notes which are stressed, giving a rhythm its feel

Standard measure of time containing beats and sub-beats  

Subdivision of the bar

Having equal fluidity, sound, and freedom in your left and right hands

The down or on beat

Two or more rhythms played or felt at one time
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